Abstract. this article examines the cultural and artistic context of one of the most famous roman frescoes, the Odyssey landscapes. it argues that the painting's fictive portico frame would have evoked in the roman viewer the experience of the ambulatio, the act of walking for leisure and contemplation that came to be an essential element of a properly hellenized otium. the painted portico thus puts the viewers in the proper frame of mind to appreciate the intellectual associations of the painting as they walk with Odysseus on a parallel journey of philosophical reflection. media vero spatia, quae erunt subdiu inter porticus, adornanda viridibus videntur, quod hypaethroe ambulationes habent magnam salubritatem. et primum oculorum, quod ex viridibus subtilis et extenuatus aer propter motionem corporis influens perlimat speciem et ita auferens ex oculis umorem crassum, aciem tenuem et acutam speciem relinquit; praeterea, cum corpus motionibus in ambulatione calescat, umores ex membris aer exsugendo inminuit plenitates extenuatque dissipando quod plus inest quam corpus potest sustinere.
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(Vitruvius De architectura 5.9.5) the spaces in the middle, between the porticoes and open to the sky, should be decorated with greenery, since walks in the open air bring great health benefits. First of all, because of the movement of the body, the fine and rarefied air from the greenery flows into the eyes and sharpens the sight; in so doing it removes the heavy moisture from the eyes and leaves behind clear vision and sharp sight. moreover, since the body heats up with movement during a walk, the air reduces saturation by sucking moisture out of the limbs, and thins them out by dissipating whatever is more than the body can sustain. We do noT knoW hoW many of viTruviuS' conTemporarieS would have characterized the benefits of walking with such scientific precision, but we can be sure of the popularity of walking as a leisure activity in late republican and early imperial rome. One sign of that popularity is the sheer number of ambulatory spaces that decorated the ancient city, particularly the many public porticoes constructed from the second century b.c.e. onwards. 2 these porticoes were multifunctional, but their appeal was in part due to the fact that they gave the roman people a taste of the aristocratic lifestyle; as they strolled in a beautiful setting full of works of art and elaborate landscaping, they enjoyed precisely the experience that wealthy romans of the late republic cultivated in their villas and urban mansions.
3 in the roman domestic setting, the leisurely stroll had a decidedly intellectual flavor, exercising both body and mind.
4 the intellectual associations of ambulatory spaces in the villa even inspired roman aristocrats to name parts of the property for famous monuments around the empire and decorate them accordingly;
2 Vitruvius' commendation of walking, for example, appears in his section on theater colonnades, which he surely wrote with the portico of Pompey in mind. On the roman public portico, see richardson 1992, s.v. "Porticus"; senseney 2002 . see also Velleius Paterculus, who begins his second book with the familiar topos of roman decline in the second century b.c.e. and uses the importation of public porticoes as a symbol of that decline (2.1.1-2): "in somnum a vigiliis, ab armis ad voluptates, a negotiis in otium conversa civitas. tum scipio nasica in capitolio porticus, tum quas praediximus metellus, tum in circo cn. Octavius multo amoenissimam moliti sunt, publicamque magnificentiam secuta privata luxuria est" ("Vigilance turned to slumber, weapons turned to pleasures, business became leisure: our society was turned upside-down. it was then that scipio nasica built porticoes on the capitoline, and metellus built the porticoes we mentioned above; it was then that gnaeus Octavius built a portico that was the fanciest by far, and private luxury followed public splendor").
3 in addition to the Velleius quote above, the connection between public porticoes and private leisure is made most explicit by augustus' decision to replace the vast domus of Vedius Pollio, bequeathed to the emperor, with the Portico of livia; Ovid attests to the didactic value of the portico : "disce tamen, veniens aetas: ubi livia nunc est / porticus, immensae tecta fuere domus. / . . . sic agitur censura et sic exempla parantur, / cum iudex, alios quod monet, ipse facit" ("But know this, future ages: where livia's portico now stands were once the buildings of an enormous house . . . . this is how a censor acts, this is how to set an example, when the authority himself carries out the advice he has imparted to others"). similarly, macdonald and Pinto 1995, 54, suggest that "the colonnaded paths leading from one building or vantage point to another" at hadrian's Villa are "the Villa equivalents of urban porticoes."the educational benefits of travel abroad were imported to the private setting, and a walk through one's own philosophical playground became, in effect, a kind of metaphorical tourism. 5 my aim in this article is to show how an awareness of the particular power of this cultural metaphor-walking as a sign of intellectual leisure-can alter our perception of one of the most studied artifacts from antiquity: the roman fresco known as the Odyssey landscapes (plates 1-2; figs. 1-3).
6 unlike contemporary paintings of the mid-first century b.c.e., in which either figural or architectural subjects dominate, the fresco is famous for its emphasis on natural forms; rocks, cliffs, crags, bays, caves, trees, islands, and ocean all compete for the viewer's attention.
7 in the midst of this dramatic natural setting are miniature figures enacting scenes from the homeric Odyssey: specifically, from that part of the Odyssey narrated by Odysseus himself, including his encounter with the laestrygonians and with circe, the nekuia, and the voyage past the sirens. the mural's modern designation as the "Odyssey landscapes" perfectly captures the interplay of myth and nature that is its most famous feature; in addition to the human figures and the natural setting, however, the wall decoration has a third element, a fact that is sometimes overlooked both in scholarship and in reproductions of the work. Framing the landscape is a series of painted red pillars, evenly spaced, creating the illusion that the viewer must look through a colonnade in order to see 5 cicero's tusculan academy (e.g., Att. 1.4.3) is the most famous example of this trend; see neudecker 1988, 11-14 . On the practice of naming parts of the villa for foreign places and monuments, see görler 1990. On metaphorical tourism in the roman villa, see Bergmann 2001 and O'sullivan 2006 . the connection between walking and traveling is also seen in the metaphorical use of perambulare to mean "to travel"; see TLL 10. 1.1185.66-72, 1186.23-48 (schmitz) .
6 the painting is currently housed in the sala delle nozze aldobrandine at the Vatican, save for a fragmentary panel ( fig. 3 ) in the Palazzo massimo. the bibliography on the painting is vast. Biering 1995 is the most complete treatment; von Blanckenhagen 1963 is still a useful overview, although his central thesis-that the painting is a copy of a hellenistic original-is not universally accepted (further discussion below). coarelli (1998) has more recently provided a thorough reassessment of the painting's original setting.
7 the dating is newly controversial thanks to Biering 1995, 181-90 , who argues on stylistic grounds that the fresco should be dated to the last decade of the first century b.c.e. at least two scholars have already rejected the new date, however: see coarelli 1998, 26-30, and tybout 2001, 35-36. coarelli's argument is largely based on the fact that fragments of a pre-Julian fasti were discovered at the site, though it is not clear why the landscapes and the fasti were necessarily painted at the same time. the mythical landscape "beyond" it ( fig. 4 ).
8 these pillars serve to divide the frieze into individual units more conducive for viewing. By its very compositional technique, the mural encourages the viewer to look past this architectural frame; yet to do so ignores the fact that these pillars are as much a representation as the landscape "behind" them, and are therefore as worthy of interpretation as the rest of the painting.
in what follows, i argue that the portico frame of the Odyssey landscapes serves not only a narrative function but also an interpretive one; the portico would have evoked in the roman viewer the experience of the ambulatio, the act of walking for leisure and contemplation that came to be an essential element of a properly hellenized otium. the aristocratic stroll was an advertisement of intellectual refinement, and it even became an embodied performance of the mental theoria espoused by Plato and his followers as the model for philosophical inquiry.
9 as a result, the painted portico puts the viewers in the proper frame of mind to appreciate the intellectual associations of the Odyssey landscapes as they walk with Odysseus on a parallel journey to greater insight.
i. the Odyssey landscaPes: an OVerVieW the Odyssey landscapes were hailed as a landmark of greco-roman art immediately upon their discovery in rome in 1848.
10 the construction of low-income housing along the Via graziosa on the esquiline came to a standstill when workers discovered a segment of opus reticulatum; subsequent exploration revealed panels 2 and 3 of the Odyssey landscapes (plate 1).
11 excavation of the rest of the fresco was then interrupted by 8 throughout this article i will use the term "pillar" for the painted architectural supports, since they are rectangular in cross-section. in so doing, i follow the terminology suggested by ginouvès 1992, 63, who reserves "pillar" for independent supports which are square or rectangular in cross-section, and "pier" for massive or irregular supports; in practice, however, the two terms are often reversed, as he himself notes.
9 On the history of the metaphorical appropriation of theoria by greek philosophers, see nightingale 2004. For the connection between the roman ambulatio and philosophical theoria, see O'sullivan 2006. 10 Braun's excitement is typical (1849, 27): "Zwischen [den Pilastern] aber entfalten sich landschaftliche scenen von einer großartigkeit und Originalität des Vortrags, wie er kaum sonst wo vorkommt." 11 although technically inaccurate, "panel" is still a useful way to refer to the individual scenes that appear between the pillars of the painted portico. the first panel was already destroyed when the painting was discovered and left in situ, so by convention the first extant panel (the initial encounter between Odysseus' men and the laestrygonian disputes both large and small: that year, the city was paralyzed by civil unrest that led to the short-lived repubblica romana (1848-49), while on the Via graziosa, sig. Filippo Bennicelli, who owned the house under which the remaining panels of the Odyssey landscapes continued, managed to hold up excavation by demanding more money from the state. 12 emil Braun, secretary of the deutsches archäologisches institut in rome, lamented the fact that a painting of such importance was left to languish in the elements for almost a year, but further damage was inflicted by the archeologists themselves, who ordered restorations of the fresco during and after its excavation. 13 a summary of the original circumstances of the excavation is important, since the findspot was buried, along with the Via graziosa itself, by the construction of the Via cavour in the 1880s. moreover, any original excavation reports have been lost, and we are left with the rather unsystematic account of Pietro matranga, a hellenist at the Vatican library who wrote the first monograph on the painting.
14 Our knowledge of the original context of the work is therefore somewhat limited. We cannot be sure, for example, what type of room the fresco decorated (atrium, peristyle, and cryptoporticus have all been suggested), nor do we know for certain whether or not the excavated building was a domus at all, though this is usually assumed. matranga actually argued that the structure was the Portico of livia (1852, , but the location of the portico on the marble plan does not support his thesis. more recently, kuttner (2003, 112) has pointed out that the paintings were discovered in an area that boasted numerous suburban horti, while coarelli 1998 insists that the paintings princess; see plate 1) is referred to as the second (as in von Blanckenhagen 1963 and Biering 1995, among others) . 12 see henzen 1850, 167: "der Besitzer, herr Bennicelli, ist mit der alterthumscommission in streit über den ihm zu bewilligenden Preis, und mittlerweile bleiben die gemälde in ihrem dunklen stollen allen Zufälligkeiten ausgesetzt." For an overview of the available evidence for the discovery and excavation of the Odyssey landscapes, see Biering 1995, 167-80, 195-96. 13 the most damaging restoration was the application of a fixative that altered the original colors; a second round of restorations in 1952-56 removed the fixative but also some of the original painting in panels 4 and 5. see Biering 1995, 14-19. 14 matranga 1852. the bulk of the monograph is only tangentially related to the painting: the first chapter (pp. 1-53) uses the landscape paintings to argue that the laestrygonians inhabited the area around modern terracina, ca. 90 km se of rome, while the second chapter (pp. 55-100) proposes that Od. 7.104 refers to the carding of wool and not to the grinding of grain. the two appendices (pp. 103-48) focus more specifically on the painting and the details of its discovery and excavation. decorated a grand domus and that the front entryway and atrium of this house are identifiable on the marble plan. the fragment of the marble plan breaks off well before the site of the 1849 excavation, however, and the domus in question is not on the same axis as the Odyssey landscapes wall, so coarelli's identification is hardly conclusive. 15 similarly, there is some confusion in the scholarship about the placement of the frieze on the wall itself. most accounts claim that the frieze was situated high on the wall, though as Biering (1995, 169-70) has convincingly argued, the notion that we have an exact measurement is based on a misreading. matranga (1852, 112, n. 12) gives a measurement from the floor to the beginning of a vault (5.5 meters), which some have used (see, e.g., coarelli 1998, 31) to place the bottom of the frieze about 4 meters high. But, as Biering points out, there is no suggestion in Vespignani's drawings that the ancient floor was excavated, nor is there any indication of a vaulted ceiling; Biering argues that matranga has misidentified as a vault the beginning of an arch much higher on the wall and that the measurement reflects the depth of the excavation, not the height of the paintings. still, the open vista on the upper part of the wall is a relatively common feature of the second style, and it is reasonable to assume that the frieze was somewhere above eye level. 16 the incomplete state of our knowledge has even been exaggerated by scholars: there has been some debate, for example, over whether or not the frieze would have continued on more than the one excavated wall, even though matranga explicitly states that there were panels on the preceding wall that were left unexcavated because they were in such a state of disrepair ( fig. 5 ).
17 nonetheless, we still do not know what per-15 moreover, as one of the readers for AJP correctly points out, there is still no reason to rule out the possibility that the painting decorated a public building. in this article, i follow the scholarly consensus by assuming that the painting was part of a domestic ensemble, but my argument that the painted portico evokes the idea of walking, and its many intellectual associations in late republican rome, could apply just as easily to public or private decoration. 16 For the open upper part as a feature of the second style, see engemann 1967, 39-57. 17 matranga 1852, 109. One of Vespignani's drawings (matranga 1852, table 10; see fig. 5 ) clearly shows the outline of the portico frame on the wall at right angles to the wall with the Odyssey landscapes. andreae has argued in a number of publications (e.g., 1962, 108; 1988, 282) that the first panel must have depicted the Polyphemus episode, on the grounds that it could not have been omitted; since, however, there was another frieze preceding the destroyed panel, the argument does not hold. Biering 1995, 172-74 , has tentatively suggested that the fragmentary sirens panel ( fig. 3 ) was originally on a third wall, at right angles to the extant frieze.
centage of the original frieze we possess or what the wall looked like beneath the landscapes. yet the central scholarly controversy surrounding the work centers not on any of these unknowns but on the one aspect of the painting that would seem to be beyond dispute: despite the fact that the Odyssey landscapes are one of the relatively few examples of ancient wall painting unearthed in the city of rome itself, scholars have questioned whether the work is really "roman." Peter von Blanckenhagen argued at great length in an article of 1963 that the fresco was a copy of a now-lost hellenistic original, and the painting has long enjoyed a kind of dual citizenship, serving as a dependable highlight in handbooks on both roman and hellenistic art.
18 the temptation to treat the mural as evidence of an elaborate (but almost entirely lost) tradition of hellenistic landscape painting has been too much for many scholars to resist. For one thing, much of roman wall painting, particularly that of the First and second style, has direct or indirect antecedents in greek painting.
19 Furthermore, the development of the bucolic genre by hellenistic poets such as theocritus and moschus cries out for the visual analog that a tradition of hellenistic landscape painting would provide.
20 the discovery of the frieze of the hunt on the so-called tomb of Philip at Vergina in 1977 has 18 Von Blanckenhagen 1963 was not the first to make this general point, though his is the most complete development of the argument. his article, in addition to being an excellent overview of the painting and its problems, also has a superb summary of the scholarship on the disputed origin of the painting. For a prominent placement of the painting in a work on hellenistic art, see Pollitt 1986, 185-209, esp. 185-86, and 208-9 , though ironically his is among the most balanced treatments of its origin and one to which i am quite sympathetic: "to relegate the Odyssey landscapes to the status of copies of some hypothetical greek work of the second century B.c. when all the extant evidence suggests that no such work existed is perverse. On the other hand to deny that the Odyssey paintings represent the natural culmination of a developing tradition of hellenistic landscape painting seems obtuse. they brought hellenistic technique into a world increasingly dominated by roman taste and are a product of the fusion of the two cultures" (208). cf. leach 1988, 41: "[i] n the study of roman painting one must accept the proposition that originality does not preclude a blending of roman and greek."
19 the First style is essentially a hellenistic style : Bruno 1969; mielsch 2001, 21-25; Baldassarre, et al. 2002 Baldassarre, et al. , 67-70. tybout 1989 , argues that what we consider the second style is only the romano-campanian instantiation of a broader hellenistic koine. 20 g. Zanker 2004 argues for parallels between the Odyssey landscapes and moschus' Europa (50-51) and (pseudo-?) theocritus 25 (89-91), although he does not claim that the paintings are a copy of a hellenistic original. Further complicating the question of the origin of the Odyssey landscapes is that many of the characters in the painting are labeled in greek; rather than proving the existence of a greek original, however, the labels are simply another way in which the painting advertises its "greekness," as Beard and henderson 2001, 54 , aptly note. On the use of greek labels in roman wall painting, see thomas 1995. done little to settle the debate: the natural setting of the hunt suggests that macedonian painters were interested in landscape as more than a mere backdrop to human action, yet the frieze could hardly prevent us from continuing to call the Odyssey landscapes the first extant example of full-fledged landscape painting in the Western tradition.
21 as we shall see, the portico frame has been marshaled as evidence in the debate over the true "nationality" of the Odyssey landscapes, and i shall have more to say on this issue later. suffice it to say for now that, whatever the antecedents of our fresco may have been, its setting requires us to consider the painting in its roman context as it was enjoyed by roman viewers steeped in greek culture.
22
ii. the POrticO Frame despite the scholarly controversy surrounding the painting's place of birth, critics readily agree that the painted frame of red pillars was a roman idea. yet for the most part, and particularly for those scholars who argue that the Odyssey landscapes are a copy of a hellenistic original, the identification of the frame as a roman contribution to the painting has acted as a sort of back-handed compliment, so that the addition of the pillars becomes one of the roman innovations that has done a disservice to the greek "original."
23 numerous reproductions of the mural do away with the pillars altogether, as though by doing so we might have direct access to a lost masterpiece of hellenistic art.
24 indeed, the very fact that 21 On the tomb and its frieze (with numerous photographs and line drawings), see andronicos 1984, 97-119. For a similar assessment of the relationship between the landscape of the Vergina frieze and the Odyssey landscapes, see small 1999, 568.
22 as Wallace-hadrill 1998, 91, puts it in a different context, "to be roman, go greek." For other analyses of aristocratic romans playing greek in the privacy of their own homes, see neudecker 1988, 8-30, and Bergmann 2001 . the problem of greek originals and roman recreations has always plagued roman art and is becoming a focal point again as an instance of roman reception of greek culture; see the three art historical essays in the special volume of Harvard Studies in Classical Philology entitled "greece in rome" (Bergmann 1995; gazda 1995; kuttner 1995) and the edited volume by gazda 2002 on emulation.
23 Von Blanckenhagen's reaction is typical of the critical assessment (1963, 106) : "the peculiar and certainly exaggerated fashion of having frames cutting off parts of figures and objects must be explained, all the more because, to my knowledge, this form of 'illusionism' is unique in ancient painting." 24 lydakis 2004, 200-201 , goes so far as to reconstruct a hellenistic "original" by putting panels 3 to 5 side by side, without the framing pillars.
we commonly refer to the painting with the plural "landscapes" (and the individual scenes as "panels" or "pictures") leaves the false impression that the portico frame is not part of the original painting, an impression that is further reinforced by the current arrangement of the fresco in four separate frames (with two panels each) at the Vatican (e.g., fig. 2 ).
yet no matter how we understand the origin of the painting, the red pillars deserve consideration in and of themselves, if only because they are a fundamental part of the painting's organization. a hypothetical reconstruction of the frieze as originally arranged makes it clear that the colonnade would have made an immediate impression on the viewer-if not as striking as the landscapes themselves, nonetheless difficult to ignore ( fig. 4 ). although the pillars at first glance appear to constitute a single row, closer inspection reveals a second row of pillars in the shadows that is partially occluded by the first row, with both rows supporting an architrave and a roof ( fig. 6 ).
25 the form, then, is that of a portico (greek stoa, latin porticus): a covered colonnade that was ubiquitous in greek and roman architecture both as a framing device for other spaces (gardens, temple precincts, streets) and as an independent structure. 26 in the first four panels (plates 1-2), the back pillar can be seen to the right of the front pillar; starting with the second pillar of panel 6 ( fig. 1 ; cf. fig.  4 ), however, the back pillar appears to the left of the front pillar. the effect, then, is a trick of perspective: the imagined viewing position of the extant frieze is in front of the sixth panel (that is, at the palace of circe), which is marked as central by the placement of the rear pillars.
27 as we 25 it is not clear whether we are supposed to imagine the second row as freestanding pillars or engaged pilasters along a back wall; in the case of the latter, some of the observations below about figures intentionally "disappearing" behind the pillars would not correspond to the portico as "really" painted, but i would argue that we should not press the realism of the architectural reconstruction too far.
26 coulton 1976 offers a history of the greek stoa, although he is primarily interested in free-standing stoai, not the four-sided peristyles that develop in the hellenistic period to frame open spaces; on the porticus, see macdonald 1986, 33-66, and anderson 1997, 247-50. 27 roman wall painting ensembles of the second style usually establish a viewing point (sometimes reflected in the floor decoration) from which the wall is meant to be seen; see scagliarini corlàita 1974-76, 9-10, and clarke 1991, 41-45 . the differing perspectives of the portico frame (to be viewed from below) and the landscape itself (to be viewed from above) has vexed interpreters of the painting and fuels von Blanckenhagen's hypothesis (1963, that the landscape was not originally designed for this setting. as Biering 1995, 160 , points out, however, the landscape itself shows little internal consistency of perspective (he compares the size of Odysseus' ships [plate 2] and circe's palace [ fig. 1 ]), so the expectation of a consistent perspective shared by the landscapes and the portico frame should not be shall see further on, this centrality is reinforced by the special status of the sixth panel itself, which distinguishes itself from its adjacent panels both in composition and in narrative technique.
it seems clear then that the painted frame represents a portico, but what kind of portico is this? Would the ancient viewer recognize the form? the question is not an idle one. Vitruvius famously criticized contemporary trends in roman wall painting for a lack of realism, lamenting the depiction of fantastical architectural features that could not have existed in the real world.
28 did a portico such as this, with thin red pillars and golden capitals, exist in the ancient world? it is not immediately apparent what material these red pillars are supposed to represent: are they painted wood, painted stucco, or some sort of fantastically colored marble, like the surreal colors boasted by the panels of the late First style of Pompeian wall painting? 29 although it is true that porticoes typically employed cylindrical columns and not pillars for support, there are exceptions. the so-called hall of the doric Pillars at hadrian's villa has monumental marble pillars for supports. 30 On a somewhat humbler scale, the Praedia of Julia Felix at Pompeii boasts a two-sided colonnade with slender pillars that are very similar in impression and scale to the narrow pillars of the Odyssey landscapes ( fig. 7) .
31 similarly, although the greek stoa almost always featured columns, marble pillars were used on occasion; considering the possibility that the Odyssey landscapes portico was displayed at some height, the use of rectangular pillars on the upper level of two-story stoas at delos is particularly noteworthy. 32 in addition to these examples, we can only assume that wooden pillars assumed. moreover, there is the possibility that the intended illusion was not that we are looking out at a "real" landscape but that we are looking at a representation of a portico decorated with a landscape painting: a representation of a representation. if this is the case, we would not expect a consistency of perspective between frame and landscape.
28 Vitr. De arch. 7.5.3-8; on the passage, and its relationship to third style ensembles, see ehrhardt 1987, 152-62; clarke 1991, 49-53. 29 the gilded capitals might suggest marble, but the garish red seems a bit too bright for rosso antico, which is how Biering 1995, 21 , identifies the material. if this is meant to simulate marble, perhaps we are meant to imagine that the marble is painted? 30 macdonald and Pinto 1995, 80, interpret the space as a basilica, renaming it the "ceremonial Precinct," "a spacious building for state business and occasions."
31 On the portico, see Parslow 1989, 267-69, esp. n. 153 for analogs in wall painting (including the Odyssey landscapes) and in italian archaeological remains. 32 On the use of rectangular pillars instead of columns in greek architecture, including their use as "the characteristic feature of the delian upper order," see coulton 1976, 129-30. were a common support for simpler porticoes, but these would obviously not survive to the present day. a more useful point of comparison for our portico is offered by roman wall painting itself, and this is the usual point of reference in scholarly discussions of the portico frame. One of the hallmarks of the second style of roman wall painting is the opening of a wall, in a trompe l'oeil effect, onto a seemingly endless receding architectural vista.
33 supporting columns are an essential feature of this decoration, giving the sense of monumental civic or religious space; the second style paintings from the Villa at Oplontis are a well-known example. Occasionally such decoration includes porticoes supported by slender pillars, very much like the ones that front the Odyssey landscapes, such as the fresco from room 23 of the Villa at Oplontis or the west wall of room 5 (the room of the masks) in the house of augustus on the Palatine ( fig. 8 ).
34 similarly, we may look to contemporary wall painting for examples of painted porticoes being used as a fictive frame for the rest of the painted wall. room 6 (the room of the garlands) in the house of augustus has a series of thin red and yellow pillars on three of its sides (fig. 9) ; the upper part of the wall is thereby divided into "panels" quite similar to the Odyssey landscapes, though the framed view gives onto another colonnaded courtyard instead of a mythological landscape. 35 in room 2 of the house of the griffins on the Palatine, columns with bosses appear to project from the wall; such decor has been interpreted to correspond to the actual columns of the peristyle onto which the room opens ( fig.  10 ).
36 scholars have seen numerous points of reference for the profusion of colonnades and porticoes in the second style, including public sacred architecture, theatrical design, and palatial grandeur. 37 eleanor Winsor 33 On the historical development of the second style, see esp. Beyen 1960, 13-33. 34 cf. also the second-style decoration in room 20 of the house of the cryptoporticus at Pompeii (1.6.2-4); see Pugliese carratelli 1990 Pugliese carratelli -2003 . most scholars have seen in these porticoes the influence of scaenae frons architectural design (see, e.g., leach 2004, 93-100), though it is worth pointing out that the stage fronts themselves are trying to evoke the grandeur of palatial porticoes.
35 room 12 (the ramp entrance) in the house of augustus also has an upper zone framed by pillars, though at a much greater height; see carettoni 1983 table 98 (and color  table 2 for the north wall of the room of the garlands). cf. also room y of the house of the silver Wedding at Pompeii (5.2.1); see Pugliese carratelli 1990 Pugliese carratelli -2003 .
36 clarke 1991, 41-45. cf. also room 39 of the house of the labyrinth (strocka 1991, figs. 239-43) . 37 For a useful discussion of the various points of reference, real and imaginary, of the second style, see Barbet 1985, 44-52; see also ehrhardt 1991. leach has argued that what she terms the "porticus" style reflects similarly luxurious decoration in late republican domestic space, where colonnades and porticoes were an essential feature; as we shall see, this, too, is where i believe we should look to understand the full reference of the frame of the Odyssey landscapes. 38 a final point of comparison for the function of the Odyssey landscapes frame is the common ancient practice of displaying art in stoas and porticoes. colonnades were often used as art galleries; most famously, the stoa poikile in athens earned its name from the paintings displayed there. these depicted various highlights in athenian military history, including the battle of marathon and even the trojan War.
39 the fact that the stoa was an ambulatory space no doubt contributed to its use as a venue for the display of art. the tradition continues in the public porticoes that appear around rome in the late republic, most notably in the Portico of Pompey. 40 We know from Pliny the elder, for example, that panel paintings of the trojan War decorated the late republican Porticus Philippi in rome (HN 35.144) .
41 the appeal of placing artworks in a space explicitly designed for leisurely strolls was in no small part due to the fact that the movement of the viewer contributed to the creation of a narrative flow. in a few cases, most notably the telephos frieze at Pergamon, in which a narrative sculptural frieze is positioned in a three-sided portico, the connection between the movement of the viewer and the movement of the story is explicit. 42 Furthermore, the proximity of the columns and the frieze demands that the viewer step outside the portico to see any significant stretch of narrative; the telephos frieze thereby becomes a real-life analog for the Odyssey landscapes by its use of architectural supports to divide and frame a continuous narrative. in fact, von Blanckenhagen argues that the hypothetical original may have decorated the wall of a portico, so that the roman addition of the painted frame may be trying to evoke the original viewing experience. 43 as it happens, a passage in Vitruvius offers corroborating evidence that landscape painting was especially common as a display in porticoes. he gives an aetiology of sorts for the second style, and in the process reveals that the Odyssey landscapes as we know them may in fact be the only surviving example of a subgenre (De arch. 7.5.2.):
Postea ingressi sunt ut etiam aedificiorum figuras, columnarum et fastigiorum eminentes proiecturas imitarentur, patentibus autem locis uti exedris propter amplitudines parietum scaenarum frontes tragico more aut comico seu satyrico designarent, ambulationes vero propter spatia longitudinis varietatibus topiorum ornarent a certis locorum proprietatibus imagines exprimentes-pinguntur enim portus, promunturia, litora, flumina, fontes, euripi, fana, luci, montes, pecora, pastores-nonnulli locis item signorum megalographiam habentes deorum simulacra seu fabularum dispositas explicationes, non minus troianas pugnas seu ulixis errationes per topia, ceteraque, quae sunt eorum similibus rationibus ab rerum natura procreata. later, they also began to imitate the forms of buildings, and the projecting grandeur of columns and pediments. moreover, in open spaces such as exedrae, because of the size of the walls, they began to draw stage settings in the tragic, or comic, or satyric mode. at the same time, they began to decorate ambulatory spaces, on account of their great length, with varieties of landscape, modeling their pictures on the true characteristics of places (for there are paintings of harbors, headlands, shores, rivers, springs, straits, shrines, groves, mountains, livestock, shepherds), with some in places even including paintings of statues, likenesses of the gods or the organized unfolding of stories, and even the battles of troy, or the wanderings of Odysseus through landscape, and other things which, in ways similar to these, were begotten by nature. Vlad Borrelli 1956 , 299. cf. von Blanckenhagen 1963 e may call the original Odyssey frieze a painted counterpart to [the telephos frieze.]" While such a specific source for the portico frame seems to be a bit too neat, the general use of the portico as a frame in the second style has been traced to the hellenistic practice of using real porticoes as frames (see robertson 1955, 59 ). as Osborne 1987 has shown, however, the manipulation of views through a colonnade and the forced participation of the viewer's movement in the creation of the meaning of an artwork are at least as old as the Parthenon frieze. 44 On the passage, tybout 1989, 55-107, is essential; he however prefers the reading nonnullis locis (attested in a few manuscripts), making the final part of the passage refer to "some spaces" (in general), and not just ambulationes (see pp. 76-77). as is clear from my translation (and from what follows), i prefer the majority manuscript reading (and lectio difficilior) nonnulli locis; in any case, i see the connection between homeric myth as many commentators have noted, the natural features that Vitruvius identifies as constitutive of the genre of landscape painting-harbors, headlands, shores, rivers, and so on-can all be found in the Odyssey landscapes; even without the explicit reference to "the wanderings of Odysseus through landscape," we would surely be reminded of our painting.
45 Vitruvius' tone in this passage is the positive version of the moralizing aesthetic reaction to the third style that we witnessed above: he approves of the second style for its commitment to depict things drawn from the real world, whether natural or manmade. (surprisingly, the depiction of mythical cycles fits the definition of "realistic," for myth also belongs to the world of the "manmade.") similarly, he posits a "natural" relationship between the subject of wall painting and its architectural setting (and, by extension, its viewing context): spaces that are enclosed and offer the viewer a chance for stationary contemplation are more suited to architectural displays, while longer spaces invite the strolling viewer to appreciate the subtle variations of landscape along a longer wall. 46 the painted portico draws attention to the participation of its viewers in the unraveling of the story that is depicted before them; it is a visible reminder, a metaphor for the viewers' act of walking, which is integral to both the act of viewing and the act of interpreting the frieze. in the section that follows, i will look at some of the ways in which the painted portico of the Odyssey landscapes achieves a similar narrative effect, as the viewer is led through this imaginary ambulatio.
iii. the narratiVe Walk ralf Biering, in his recent study of the Odyssey landscapes, has shown through ultraviolet photography that the framing pillars were sketched before the rest of the painting, proving that they formed an integral part and ambulatory space that Vitruvius seems to be making here as circumstantial evidence and not essential to my argument. 45 cf. Pliny's famous description of the landscapes of the augustan-era painter studius, though ling (1977, 3) argues that Pliny's description does not correspond well to the Odyssey landscapes.
46 as it happens, the correspondence is not as common as Vitruvius would suggest, or at least not in our extant remains; for the evidence, see tybout 1989, 97-107, who concludes that Vitruvius has the general picture right (i.e., that the size of rooms was an important influence on second-style wall ensembles) even if the specific details do not withstand scrutiny. scagliarini corlàita 1997 draws a similar conclusion about Vitruvius' description of ambulatory spaces. of its genesis.
47 yet the underdrawing of the architectural frame does not by itself disprove the theory that the painting is a copy of a hellenistic original; its most vocal proponent, von Blanckenhagen, in fact insisted that this must have been the case, claiming that "the place of the pillars must have been fixed before the painting of the frieze started."
48 Von Blanckenhagen interprets as a sign of careful planning the fact that the pillars do not occlude any important scenes; yet, paradoxically, he interprets the fact that a few less significant figures are cut off by the portico as a sign that the painting was originally conceived as a continuous landscape without an architectural frame and that these small characters would not have been covered in the original. One could, however, draw precisely the opposite conclusion. having some events partially concealed by the pillars only heightens the illusion that there is an actual portico through which the viewer sees the landscape. given how many figures there are in the third panel (some sixteen, not including animals: plate 1; cf. fig. 11 ), it would look somewhat strange if all the action managed to keep itself within the frame of the two pillars; to maintain the illusion, the painter must give the impression that the action takes place without knowledge of the painted frame.
49 the disappearance of none but insignificant figures behind the pillars thus argues all the more compellingly that this painting was conceived for its original location, pillars included.
in all the sections but one, the portico clearly serves to frame one particular episode of the homeric narrative, so that each panel is in some sense describing one action. 50 yet at the same time there are elements in each scene that serve to bridge the gap from one side of the pillar to the next. in panel 2, for example (plate 1), in which Odysseus' men are greeted by the laestrygonian princess, the overall mood is one of deceptive tranquility. such a mood is reinforced by the peaceful characters who frame the main action of that scene, such as the reclining figure just to the left, watching the scene with no apparent malice. 51 another figure lies on the rock above the laestrygonian princess, suggesting that the place from which she has just come is a peaceful one. most important 47 Biering 1995 , 23-25. 48 von Blanckenhagen 1963 cf. Biering 1995, 164 , who points out that the pillars are not merely frames for the action but rather create an additional level of illusion. ling 1991, 111, makes a similar point, though he still treats the frieze as a copy, albeit "freely adapted." 50 the exception, panel 6 ( fig. 13 ), is famous for its simultaneous depiction of two distinct moments in the circe story; see below.
51 she is usually identified as a personification of the spring; according to Biering 1995, 125 , only the last two letters of her label [kPh]nh are still legible. for our purposes is the pastoral scene to the right of Odysseus' men, which extends into the first third of the next panel. the cowherds, the shepherd reclining on a rock, and the goats drinking from the spring all lull the viewer into the same dangerous complacency that will be the doom of Odysseus' men, whose backs are literally turned to the looming violence in panel 3.
52 the peaceful mood is in fact transported into the next scene by the cowherd who disappears behind the red pillar (thereby echoing the movement of the viewer) and by the spring that runs from one section to the next. the portico therefore plays an important part in the narrative strategy; as the pastoral scene progresses before, behind, and after the pillar, the viewer is fooled into thinking that the pillar is in fact not a frame at all, since it is not transitional here and does not seem to separate scene from scene. this reinforces the false sense of security evoked by the scene itself and renders the violence of the laestrygonian attack all the more sudden and frightening. 53 the third panel keeps the narrative moving forward by maintaining the overall left-to-right movement of the first scene: the violence is introduced by the first laestrygonian bending a tree to the right and thereby pointing us to the focal point of the panel (plate 1). yet there is also a laestrygonian pulling a greek from the swamp in the lower right corner; his movement, in the opposite direction, adds to the energy and confusion. the counterpart to this vignette is the one immediately to its right, a little further in the background, where the violence enacted on the dying greek is similarly reinforced by the truncated representation of his body, although here the body is covered not by marshy water but by the familiar red support of the portico. the effect, however, is no less disturbing; despite the fact that we cannot see him, we have no doubt about his violent end. the portico therefore has a similar narratological function as before. as the laestrygonian pushes the helpless greek both underwater and "offstage," we realize that the violence will spill over 52 as lowenstam 1995, 197-98 , points out, the presence of the pastoral scene is most likely a reference to Odysseus' description of the laestrygonian land as a place where the night is so short that "in that place a man who did not sleep could have earned two paychecks, one for driving cattle, and the other for herding white sheep; for close together are the paths of night and day" (Od 10.84-86). moreover, as the reader for AJP points out, Odysseus sends his scouts after surveying the land from on high and noticing no traces of men or cattle (Od. 10.97-102); here we see the first sign of what was not visible in that initial survey.
53 the antithesis of tranquility and violence also mirrors the homeric episode, which "begins as if it were going to be another Phaiakis, but transforms itself unexpectedly and horrifically into another Cyclopeia" (cook 1995, 71). into the next frame. as in the first instance, the pillar not only serves to define the third section, allowing us to give the picture one coherent reading, but it also propels the story forward, making it apparent that the violence cannot be contained by the visual frame.
the organization of the fourth panel is quite different from the previous two; there is a certain symmetry enforced by the embracing arms of the bay, but the effect is to emphasize the dwindling prospects for Odysseus' men (plate 2; cf. fig. 12 ). Whereas the first two panels depicted a clear movement from left to right, the fourth panel draws our eyes to the middle; encouraged by the symmetry, we focus our attention on the bay no less intently than the laestrygonians do, as they destroy the greeks and their ships. unlike the previous two transitions, there is no occluded figure to encourage movement to the next scene, and the viewer is just as trapped between those two pillars as the greeks are in that narrow bay. yet the violence does spill over somewhat into the next frame: on the bottom left corner of panel 5 there is a laestrygonian about to crush a tiny greek victim with a rock (plate 2). While the previous sections had figures that propelled the narrative forward, here we have a little scene that looks back to the previous one. it is the analog of the death found at the right edge of panel 3, in which the greek is being pushed underwater. the symmetrical arrangement of the two murders, flanking the pillars in panel 4, intensifies the narrative pause of the fourth scene.
But one ship does escape, and the fifth panel moves forward while we follow it as it appears from behind a huge rock (plate 2). it is in fact the first appearance of Odysseus in the extant narrative, a dramatic entrance confirmed by the nametag inscribed above the ship; the viewer will now remember from the homeric story that Odysseus had the foresight that his companions lacked: he leaves his ship outside the narrow harbor . the section is in some sense similar to the previous one, with land on each side and water in the middle. But this is a strait, whereas the other was a bay. the effect of the scene is one of transition, in contrast to the confining danger of panel 4. the painter emphasizes the transition by contrasting the violent scene on the left side of the panel with the peaceful one on the right where the personifications of the shoreline (labeled aktai) recline. the figure on the right of panel 5 in particular recalls the krene personification from panel 2, and the attentive viewer should recall that the tranquility which this figure introduced was in fact an illusion. and while the violent scene on the lower left looks back to the previous panel, the figures on the right look forward to the next scene, pointing the narrative past the pillar and into the house of circe.
as noted earlier, panel 6 is marked as the central panel by the architectural perspective of the columns ( fig. 13) . aside from this, there are other features that distinguish it from the rest of the extant frieze. here for the first time the action takes place not in landscape but in an architectural setting, namely, the palace of circe. moreover the design of the palace evokes the more familiar architectural ensembles of the second style, particularly the semicircular exedra at the right and its two columns that frame an interior aedicula. 54 yet it is clear that the painter has partially collapsed the boundaries between outside and inside; not only are we situated in a courtyard with a tree, but the courtyard itself is also not clearly demarcated by architecture, and, despite Odysseus' entry through the front door, the courtyard appears to be open to the surrounding landscape. Furthermore the house itself, with its yellow-brown stucco, plainly recalls the cliffs depicted earlier in the frieze and blends quite naturally into the existing landscape.
the circe panel is also distinguished from the rest of the frieze by its narrative experimentation: the painter has juxtaposed two different moments in time in the same frame, almost side by side. On the left, circe greets Odysseus at the door, and on the right, Odysseus draws his sword on the sorceress. the panel is therefore a particularly dramatic example of continuous narrative in which two or more different episodes involving the same characters appear against the same backdrop.
55 strictly speaking, the entire Odyssey frieze is a continuous narrative, since Odysseus appears numerous times along the length of the painting. in this sense, the Odyssey landscapes employ a narrative technique familiar from hellenistic art, such as the telephos frieze at Pergamon.
56 the Odysseus and circe panel, however, is an instance of what von Blanckenhagen (1957, 54 as the anonymous reader for AJP points out, the perspective of this panel makes the aedicula the focal feature of the background, just as the panel itself is the focal point of the framing portico. aediculae or tholoi framed by columns are a common feature of larger second-style ensembles, such as the east and west walls of triclinium 14 at the Oplontis villa and the east and west walls of room 43 (the so-called corinthian oecus) of the house of the labyrinth at Pompeii (see strocka 1991, figs. 287-92); on framed views of tholoi, see tybout 1989, 315-23. 55 cf. stansbury-O'donnell 1999, 146: "Continuous narration is one in which the agents reappear against a common background in an integrated pictorial field, with time shifting from one scene to the next and space either changing or remaining the same." For a useful introduction to the scholarship on ancient visual narrative, see stansbury-O'donnell 1999, 1-8. 56 carl robert, the first scholar to develop a history of ancient visual narrative, was also the first to identify continuous narrative as a characteristic of hellenistic art (earlier examples notwithstanding); see robert 1881, 46-50. 81) called "strict" continuous narrative, in which the same character(s) are depicted in the same visual field at two distinct moments of the story. 57 it is not a coincidence, i would argue, that this narrative play comes at the exact center of the extant frieze. the sixth panel confirms the connection between the narrative movement of the painting and the walk of the viewer, for both acts of movement are halted in the same frame: the viewer is encouraged to linger on this scene by the perspective imposed by the portico, which marks the place where the ideal viewer might stand and contemplate the entire wall. moreover, the narrative paradox of the circe panel occurs at precisely the moment where the portico frame offers the viewer a similarly ambiguous narrative message. Just as the narrative strategy of the painting expects the viewer both to follow a narrative progression over time in the first few panels and to take in two different moments in time in the sixth panel, the portico frame conveys to the viewer two contradictory suggestions: to walk the length of the wall through this fictive ambulatory space and at the same time to view the entire wall while standing in front of the central panel. in fact, we might say that the viewer, like Odysseus in this scene, is asked to be in two places at once.
58
For the moment i will leave aside a consideration of the panels that follow the sixth panel, in part because there is less to work with (the seventh panel [ fig. 1 ] is essentially destroyed, while the sirens panel [ fig.  3 ] is fragmentary, leaving only the one and a half panels depicting the underworld intact) and in part because these panels will play a larger role in a later section of this article. For now, having established that the portico frame posits a connection between the walk of the viewer and the narrative movement of the painting, i want to consider how the frame also establishes a connection between the walk of the viewer and the subject of 57 Von Blanckenhagen argues that this type of continuous narrative was a roman development, and there are indeed many examples in Pompeian wall painting (see, for example, leach 1981 and 1986); since he believes that the Odyssey landscapes are a copy of a hellenistic original, this forces him to argue that the addition of a second set of Odysseus, circe, and servant is in fact (along with the portico frame) the only roman contribution to the painting. For the suggestion that continuous narrative is a legacy of roman triumphal painting, see holliday 2002, 89. the best study of roman visual narrative techniques remains Brilliant 1984. 58 For a similarly playful use of continuous narrative, see leach's reading (1981, of the diana and actaeon panel from the casa del Frutetto in Pompeii; in that painting, the painter depicts actaeon at three different stages of his encounter with diana, and the manipulation of the viewer's shifting gaze evokes both the metamorphosis of the hunter and the act of viewing central to the myth itself. the painting, namely, the journey of Odysseus himself. to do so, we must examine a little more closely the function of ambulatory spaces-and the very act of walking itself-in contemporary roman society.
iV. the strOlling VieWer earlier in this article i alluded to the fact that the Odyssey landscapes' use of a fictive portico as a frame would not have seemed unusual to ancient viewers, since real porticoes were frequently used as settings for art displays in the ancient city. the portico, however, was a ubiquitous presence not only in the greek and roman urban landscape but in roman domestic architecture as well. the Pompeian townhouse of the late second century b.c.e. (the so-called "atrium house") expands to accommodate a peristyle at the back, an open court or garden surrounded by covered colonnades (hence Vitruvius' use of the term peristylium).
59 the use of a greek word to describe this new space is telling, and the shift from atrium house to peristyle house is usually understood as a reflex of the increased hellenization of roman culture. 60 in particular, the peristyle offered a space for privileged access at the rear of the domus, as opposed to the more public atrium at the front of the house. 61 larger peristyles (such as those in the house of the Faun at Pompeii) would allow the homeowner to offer his privileged guests a space for ambling conversation, a space that advertised not only the wealth but also the culture of the dominus.
62 smaller peristyles may or may not have provided enough space for a relaxed stroll but in either case conveyed the homeowner's commitment to a hellenized leisure.
the portico was also an essential element of villa design, and it is to the villa that we must look for the fullest expression of the message that the portico frame of the Odyssey landscapes sought to convey to the viewer. as with the peristyle in the urban domus, the emergence of the country villa as a leisure space and an intellectual retreat can be dated to the second century b.c.e., and it is often understood as part of the same phenomenon of hellenization. 63 Varro's well-known diatribe against the practice of naming every nook and cranny of the roman villa after a greek prototype (Rust. 2 pr. 2) is in part a parody, but it testifies to the greater truth that the roman villa, removed from the disapproving gaze of the urban populace, became the place where the negotiation of greek and roman cultural identity played out. One such "negotiation" was the use of portico spaces to evoke the atmosphere of the athenian gymnasium. 64 cicero's philosophical dialogues are especially instructive here; in the De oratore, for instance, one of the characters explicitly compares the portico of crassus' tusculan villa in which they are walking to similarly appointed greek gymnasia and palaestrae. 65 We may be tempted to dismiss such comparisons as part of the literary staging, since the dialogue self-consciously sets itself up in emulation and rivalry with Plato's Phaedrus; the characters even sit under a plane tree at one point. 66 yet cicero's private correspondence also attests to the roman fashion for equipping villas with hellenized spaces. he shows great concern in a number of letters to atticus that his new tusculan peristyle be decorated in a fashion appropriate to a palaestra and gymnasium, notoriously going so far as to refer to it quite regularly as his "academy" (his "lyceum" would be added later). in doing so, he was following the lead of his contemporaries, who strove to recreate in the seclusion of their country estates various natural and manmade landmarks from the greek east. 67 the aim of evoking the world of the gymnasium in the private home was clear: these were spaces intended to advertise the intellectual refinement of the homeowner, spaces for conversation and reflection with friends. the greek civic spaces that offered a setting for the intellectual gymnastics of philosophers had been transplanted to private retreats in the roman countryside, where not only the architecture and decor (statues, paintings) but even the poses of the gentlemen (sitting on benches, strolling in porticoes) recreated hellenized repose. Particularly essential to this recreation were ambulatory spaces: not only porticoes but also garden paths, cryptoporticoes, and xysti. 68 For the leisurely walk itself, the ambulatio, was a mainstay of a hellenized aristocratic leisure; in particular, the act of walking for leisure in the roman villa was associated with philosophical discussion and private contemplation, and the leisurely walk of the aristocrat was intuitively understood to be an appropriate occasion for the acquisition of knowledge. as Bettina Bergmann has shown, a walk through a country villa, decked out with the art and architecture of other times and places, was akin to traveling through an imaginary greece, so that the benefits of traveling abroad for both edification and pleasure were recreated, on a smaller scale, in one's own backyard. 69 i suggest that the portico frame of the Odyssey landscapes was intended to put the viewer in just such a mindset, acting as a filter for the viewing experience; the portico, a space that is both roman and hellenized at the same time, mediates for the viewer the transition between the landscapes of the painting-greek, outdoors, rural-and 67 cicero mentions his academy (either by name or by indirect reference) in a number of early letters to atticus (see Att. 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 1.9, 1.10, 1.11); on his "lyceum," see Div. 1.8. For the villa decoration of cicero and his contemporaries, see neudecker 1988, 8-30 . On the phenomenon of naming parts of the villa for other places, see görler 1990, 169-74. 68 according to Vitruvius (Arch. 5.11.4 and 6.7.5), the roman xystus (or xystum) was an open-air walkway, unlike the greek justÒw, which was covered; the discrepancy suggests that the effect of these borrowings was felt to be more important than their accuracy.
69 Bergmann 2001, 158 , in fact draws a parallel (as i do) between the travels of Odysseus as represented in the Odyssey landscapes and the ambulatio of the roman aristocrat (though without explicit reference to the portico frame): "the Odyssey Frieze is one of many integrative landscapes in which a story could evolve in stages or a figure enact his life in a kind of cinematic flow. that movement through a constructed realm was physically experienced by visitors to a well-outfitted park or villa garden, who could 'travel' the world, from present to past and back again, by passing through provocative zones filled with the appropriate regional vegetation and figures from a myth or historical event." the landscape of his domestic environment-roman, indoors, urban. the portico therefore becomes not only a narrative frame but an interpretive frame as well; it is the advertisement of the intellectual refinement and the intimate knowledge of greek literature and philosophy now essential for any member of the roman elite. to the roman viewer, it is just as assertive as the greek words inscribed on the frieze or the greek subject matter that fills the landscape; architecture, too, has its own syntax, and the associative chain enacted by those red pillars would not be lost on a roman viewer of the late republic. more than any other second style painting, i would argue, the portico frame and the associations it brings to the act of viewing are especially appropriate for the subject of the Odyssey landscapes. as we have seen, the portico would evoke in the viewer an array of associations, including the cultural metaphor that correlated the movement of the body with travel and the acquisition of knowledge and, similarly, physical movement with intellectual inquiry: precisely, in other words, what the hero depicted on the other side of the fictive portico was famous for. the portico frame mediates between the walk of the viewer and the travels of Odysseus himself. in the final section of this article we will see what philosophical lessons the viewer, put into the right frame of mind by the intellectual associations of the portico, might acquire by walking with Odysseus.
V. PhilOsOPhical Wanderings
By the first century b.c.e., it was a commonplace that homer could be considered the father of philosophy, with various schools competing for the right to claim him.
70 the mining of homeric poetry for philosophical lessons is especially associated with the stoics, but they did not, as Philodemus makes clear, claim exclusive rights to the activity: "so we hear that homer is said to be the inventor of philosophy by not merely the critics but the philosophers themselves, and not those from one school only but from all." 71 treating homer as the "inventor" of philosophy is in part a 70 the bibliography on this topic, both in ancient and modern sources, is enormous. the best single resource is Buffière 1956 , a survey of philosophical readings of the Iliad and the Odyssey, with an emphasis on allegorical interpretation; also useful are the essays in lamberton and keaney 1992. On philosophical readings of the Odyssey and Odysseus in particular, see Buffière 1956, 365-91, and passim; stanford 1963; kaiser 1964; and rutherford 1986. 71 reflex of a more general tendency to treat the Iliad and the Odyssey as the foundational texts of greek culture and to refer to homer as an authority that all greeks could share.
72 yet the practice of homeric exegesis by ancient philosophers was also inspired by specific philosophical questions that the texts raised; for example, allegorical readings of homeric characters and episodes were popular in part because they excused homer for his "immoral" representations of the gods, who could now be read as allegories of the physical world. 73 even where full-scale allegory was not the immediate goal, the poetry of homer offered numerous "starting points" (éforma¤) for philosophical inquiry, particularly as a source of ethical recommendations for human behavior.
74 it is the latter for which Odysseus was a useful model, and not only because he is the most developed character in the homeric corpus. the journey of a hero who sees the towns and comes to know the minds of many people was, and is, an irresistible metaphor for the human condition and our journey through life, and, as richard rutherford in particular has shown, we should not allow the later history of sometimes fanciful moralizing readings of the Odyssey to obscure the fact that the poem itself encourages such readings.
75 still (or predictably), different schools were attracted to different aspects of Odysseus' journey. stoic readers chose to emphasize Odysseus' long sufferings and his steadfast pursuit of his homecoming, even in the face of powerful temptations. according to seneca, "our own stoics have regarded Odysseus and heracles as wise men, since they were unconquered by labors and despised pleasure and conquered all lands." 76 cynics also promoted heracles and Odysseus as models of self-sufficiency and prototypes for proper behavior in difficult circumstances. 77 Perhaps most surprisingly, there were also prominent epicurean interpretations of Odysseus' behavior, despite the school's legendary reputation for hostility to poetry.
78
Odysseus' words in praise of the pleasures of the banquet in the palace of alcinous (the so-called "golden Verses") were apparently cited with approval by epicurus, leading the hostile heraclitus to dub him the "Phaeacian philosopher."
79 Philodemus elsewhere suggests that philosophy's ability to enchant the mind was greater than that of the sirens, and this, too, was likely a reference to epicurus, who may have compared the seductive lure of paideia to a siren song. 80 as a greek philosopher prominent in roman aristocratic circles of the first century b.c.e., Philodemus brings us closer to both the time and the culture of the Odyssey landscapes. his reliance on homer to impart lessons to roman aristocrats shows that homeric poetry continued not only to play a central role in philosophical conversation but also to function as a shared repository of culture and knowledge for these now hellenized romans.
81 this is perhaps not the place to go into an extended account of the role that homeric poetry played in late republican rome, but there are a few examples directly relevant to the scenes depicted in the Odyssey landscapes. roughly contemporaneous with the painting is an often cited passage of lucretius, who allegorizes the torments of hades as representations of the torments of the soul. tellingly, three of the four underworld myths depicted in the painting ( fig. 2 ) are mentioned by 77 On diogenes' legendary self-sufficiency (aÈtãrkeia), see diog. laert. 6.78, cited by dudley 1937, 17 (see also 36-37). On the cynic affinity for Odysseus, see Buffière 1956 Buffière , 372-74. höistad 1948 the Odysseus by the proto-cynic antisthenes as a work of philosophy; antisthenes also wrote a lost work "On circe" (see decleva caizzi 1966, 84-85) .
78 "legendary" is perhaps the key word, since recent work on epicurus disputes the extent to which he condemned poetry. For a useful survey, with bibliography, see Janko 2000, 9-10. 79 asmis 1995, 16-17. the reconstruction of epicurus' exact use of the parallel is difficult, but the connection seems to have attracted some notoriety, which may lie behind Philodemus' promise to Piso that the conversation at his humble celebration of epicurus' birthday will be "much sweeter than the land of the Phaeacians" (Anth. Pal. 11.44 [= Phld. Ep. 27 sider] 5-6: éllÉ §pakoÊs˙ / FaiAEkvn ga¤hw poulÁ melixrÒtera). there is a long history of philosophical reaction to the golden Verses, most famously socrates' critical summary in the Republic (390a-b) rursus, quid virtus et quid sapientia possit, utile proposuit nobis exemplar ulixen, qui domitor troiae multorum providus urbes et mores hominum inspexit latumque per aequor, dum sibi, dum sociis reditum parat, aspera multa pertulit, adversis rerum immersabilis undis. sirenum voces et circae pocula nosti; quae si cum sociis stultus cupidusque bibisset, sub domina meretrice fuisset turpis et excors; vixisset canis immundus vel amica luto sus.
Or again, as a useful example of what virtue and wisdom can achieve, [homer] has given us Odysseus, that tamer of troy, a man of foresight, who examined the cities and behavior of many people; while arranging a homecoming for himself and his companions, he endured many hardships all over the broad sea, but he never sank in the challenging waves of life. 82 lucr. 3.978-1023 (tityus: 984-94; sisyphus 995-1002; "danaids": 1003-10) . the danaids are not in fact mentioned by name by lucretius, and lowenstam 1995, 208-18, points out that their appearance in the painting marks the first extant (explicit) conflation of the danaid myth with the Pythagorean myth of the water carriers in hades. On the history of the water-carrier myth, see keuls 1974.
83 Epist. 1.2.3-4: "qui, quid sit pulcrum, quid turpe, quid utile, quid non, / planius ac melius chrysippo et crantore dicit." On horace's varied philosophical allegiances in his Epistles, see mayer 1986. you're familiar with the songs of the sirens and the potions of circe. if he had been so stupid and greedy as to drink them along with his companions, he would have been the loathsome and unfeeling property of that whore mistress; he would have lived out his life as a mangy dog or as a muck-loving sow.
horace replicates the metaphorical utility of Odysseus' actions for his contemporary readers by translating directly from his source; lines 19 to 22 recreate the first five lines of the Odyssey. moreover, there is a second adaptation at play here, as gigante has shown: despite the apparent stoic flavor of Odysseus' virtus et sapientia, horace depends upon Philodemus' On the Good King According to Homer for much of his argument here. 84 the epicurean intertext undercuts horace's rejection of the philosophers chrysippus and crantor and renders his "everyman's" reading of homer as somewhat ironic, in typical horatian fashion.
yet in this way, too, horace's exegesis provides a useful parallel for the Odyssey landscapes. Just as the reader can appreciate horace's poem with or without the nuance of the reference to Philodemus, the viewer of the Odyssey landscapes can approach a "philosophical" reading of the painting from multiple angles. as in horace's poem, a basic knowledge of the stories of circe and the sirens is presumed by the painting (Sirenum voces et pocula Circae nosti . . .), and conversation about the relevance of such myths to the daily lives of contemporary viewers can proceed whether or not they are familiar with specific philosophical allegories of these figures.
85 in many ways, this would be true whether or not the portico frame were present; the ninth panel ( fig. 2 ) would surely make recent readers of lucretius think of his allegory of the torments of hades, with or without the framing pillars. But what the portico frame suggests is that the walk of the viewer and the "walk" of Odysseus are somehow parallel and that both journeys will lead to the accumulation of knowledge. By depicting Odysseus traveling through a landscape, in a continuous narrative, the painter invites the viewer to travel along with the hero, in this imaginary portico, thereby learning what Odysseus learned during his travels.
although we do not possess the entire painting, what we do have encourages a developmental reading of Odysseus' character as he passes along the wall of this late republican house.
86 if we take the circe panel as the halfway point of our narrative, as the perspective of the columns demands that we do, we may notice a clear difference between the Odysseus of the first half and the Odysseus of the second half. the first half of the narrative is given over to the slaughter of the greeks by the superhuman laestrygonians. What is noticeable about this part of the story is that our hero is completely absent from the picture; as we observed earlier, Odysseus does not appear in the extant pictures until his ship escapes the monsters in the fifth section (plate 2), nor does he appear in his actual person but rather in an inscription. the first we see of the hero is his entrance into circe's palace in the central panel ( fig. 1) . the absence of the hero from the laestrygonian episode in many ways parallels the homeric model in which Odysseus sends his men in to do the dirty work for him (Od. 10.100-102). and while we could say that the narrative emphasizes his ingenuity, since he remembered to leave his ship outside the harbor whereas his men did not, we could not assess the laestrygonian adventure as a successful episode for Odysseus given the loss of men and ships it entailed. similarly, if the first panel did in fact depict his men setting free the winds while Odysseus slept, 87 the artist will have chosen another less-than-heroic episode in his travels; the release of the winds, though perhaps not directly the fault of Odysseus, is hardly a testimony to his virtus and sapientia. the overall pattern of the first half of the frieze, we might say, is Odysseus being controlled by his circumstances and not the other way around.
this pattern is precisely what makes the theme of the central panel (i.e., panel 6) so interesting ( fig. 13) . We have already seen that this panel is one of the more daring examples of continuous narrative, depicting as it does two successive scenes at the same moment, in the same frame, indeed, virtually side by side. the contrast is of course heightened by the framing colonnade, which has given every other scene its own internal coherence, as successive scenes in an ongoing narrative. But in panel 6, 86 For a defense of the view that the notion of character development existed in ancient thought, see gill 1983, and for the development of the homeric Odysseus in particular, rutherford 1986. more relevant to our discussion is Jeffrey Fish's recent reconstruction of column 36 of On the Good King According to Homer, in which Philodemus seems to argue that Odysseus underwent a philosophical "correction" in the Odyssey; see Fish 2004, 112-14. (i am grateful to Jeffrey Fish for his assistance on this matter.) 87 a possibility suggested by the personified winds in the upper-left corner of the second panel (plate 1); see von Blanckenhagen 1963, 104. the device is broken in dramatic fashion, and we are forced by the narratological switch to linger here. moreover, the perspective of the framing portico places the ideal viewer directly before this scene. the central panel is doubly jarring: as we have seen, the portico frame enforces a metaphor of ambulatory contemplation, yet its perspective also demands a stationary pose in front of this central panel. What is interesting for our study is that this breakdown occurs precisely at the point in the painting where Odysseus interrupts the pattern developed in the first half of the narrative; here we see Odysseus transformed from the controlled to the controller. When Odysseus is welcomed into circe's palace, his men have already been turned into animals; although their metamorphosis is mostly a reflection of their own gullibility, the episode is not exactly a sterling endorsement of Odysseus' leadership. in the narrative gap, however, Odysseus has drunk the cup, but it has no effect on him, protected as he is by hermes' moly. as he draws his sword, he reasserts his control over the narrative, which will remain to the end of our extant fragments. indeed, in our last (fragmentary) panel ( fig. 3) , we can barely make out Odysseus, tied to the mast so that he may hear the sirens without succumbing to their deadly charm. the episode is duly famous and easily moralized by later readers as the proper way to enjoy things without enjoying them too much. 88 horace, master of the aurea mediocritas, clearly reads it as such, and it is fitting for our analysis that the two scenes he singles out in Epist. 1.2 (Sirenum voces et Circae pocula, 23) are both depicted in the Odyssey landscapes.
the ethical reading suggested above is just one possible philosophical reading of the episodes depicted and need not exclude other readings. 89 this is the point of the portico frame: the metaphor of ambulatory philosophical contemplation that it imposes allows for individual reactions and personal interpretations and is thus meant to spur discussion among the strolling viewers.
90 the portico frame of the Odyssey landscapes played an essential role in the interpretation of the painting by acting as a 88 see Buffière 1956 Buffière , 380-86, and kaiser 1964 Buffière , 121-31. 89 lowenstam 1995 , for example, briefly entertains (and rejects) a Pythagorean reading of the Odyssey landscapes.
90 Bettina Bergmann has shown in a number of articles the various ways in which the arrangement of wall paintings at Pompeii evoke the roman rhetorical practices endemic to roman aristocratic thought and behavior; see Bergmann 1994 and Bergmann 1999, esp. p. 101 : "it was in rethinking and arguing fundamental social issues of myths that romans could articulate their own current problems. the strategies of that self-reflection, i believe, are comparable to the arrangements of myths in roman rooms, where the abilities learned at school-to speak, listen, envision-became recreational pleasure." mediating device, an interpretive lens through which the roman viewer was encouraged to see connections between the wanderings of Odysseus and the ambulatio of the roman aristocrat. the painted portico refers not only to an architectural form but also to an entire culture that would have been intimately familiar to a viewer of that painting in the mid-first century b.c.e., bringing together associations of movement of the body, acquisition of knowledge, philosophical contemplation, mythology as exemplum, and travel. By combining an allusion to this culture with the fantasy world of mythological landscape, the artist has taken an aspect of the viewer's Lebenswelt and elevated it to the level of myth.
91 like Philodemus in his letter to Piso, this roman homeowner promises his guests a strolling conversation as sweet as (or sweeter than) Odysseus' conversation with the Phaeacians.
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